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	Extensive work has been done for many years in the areas of attitude

	determination, attitude prediction, and attitude control. During this time, it has

	been difficult to obtain reference material that provided a comprehensive overview

	of attitude support activities. This lack of reference material has made it difficult

	for those not intimately involved in attitude functions to become acquainted with

	the ideas and activities which are essential to understanding the various aspects of

	spacecraft attitude support. As a result, I felt the need for a document which could

	be used by a variety of persons to obtain an understanding of the work which has

	been done in support of spacecraft attitude objectives. It is believed that this book,

	prepared by the Computer Sciences Corporation under the able direction of Dr.

	James Wertz, provides this type of reference.





	Phis book can serve as a reference for individuals involved in mission planning,

	attitude determination, and attitude dynamics; an introductory textbook for stu-

	dents and professionals starting in this field; an information source for experimen-

	ters or others involved in spacecraft-related work who need information on

	spacecraft orientation and how it is determined, but who have neither the time nor

	the resources to pursue the varied literature on this subject; and a tool for

	encouraging those who could expand this discipline to do so, because much

	remains to be done to satisfy future needs.





	The primary purpose of this book is to provide short descriptions of various

	aspects of attitude determination, prediction, and control with emphasis on the

	ground support which presently must be provided. The initial chapters provide the

	necessary background and describe environment models and spacecraft attitude

	hardware. The authors then present the fundamentals that are essential to a basic

	understanding of the activities in this area as well as flight-proven concepts which

	can be used as a basis for operational state-of-the-art activities or as a stepping

	stone lo improved processes. In a limited fashion, Chapter 22 presents future

	activities which affect or are a part of spacecraft attitude support. It is not the

	intention of this book to advance the state of the art but rather to call attention to

	the work that has been done in the successful support of spacecraft attitude

	requirements and to stimulate future thinking.
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Type 1 Diabetes: Clinical Management of the AthleteSpringer, 2012

	There has been a recent surge of new data on the subject of exercise and sport in type I diabetes, as well as great interest from the multidisciplinary healthcare teams looking after such patients. Providing advice and support to enable athletes to manage their diabetes during and after sport is an essential part of diabetes care.
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The United States and Western Europe since 1945: From "Empire" by Invitation to Transatlantic DriftOxford University Press, 2003
`Offers a powerful argument, presents a sophisticated narrative, and is a magisterial, and, indeed, the best synthesis available of transatlantic relations since 1945 - a massive achievement.' Andreas W. Daum, Political Science Quarterly     

       Based on new and existing research by a world-class scholar, this is the first book in 20...
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2016 Photographer's Market: How and Where to Sell Your PhotographyNorth Light Books, 2015

	
		The Successful Photographer's Secret!

	
		Thousands of successful photographers have trusted Photographer's Market as a resource for growing their businesses. This edition contains the most comprehensive and up-to-date market contacts for working photographers today: magazines, book publishers, greeting card...
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PharmacogeneticsCRC Press, 2006

	The only source on the subject to offer both an overview and a disease-based approach, this reference text spans the wide array of technical, methodological, regulatory, and ethical issues related to pharmacogenetics and stresses the impact of pharmacogenetic data on patient care and management. Providing expertly selected references, tables,...
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Popular Psychology: An EncyclopediaGreenwood Press, 2005
The mysteries of the human mind and human behavior have been a source of fascination and speculation throughout recorded history, and surely, for a long time before that. Attempts to explain human thoughts, emotions, and behavior, especially when they are disordered, go back just as long; and have often involved magic, evil spirits, invisible...
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OCA: Oracle Certified Associate Java SE 8 Programmer I Study Guide: Exam 1Z0-808Sybex, 2014

	Full coverage of functional programming and all OCA Java Programmer exam objectives


	OCA, Oracle Certified Associate Java SE 8 Programmer I Study Guide, Exam 1Z0-808 is a comprehensive study guide for those taking the Oracle Certified Associate Java SE 8 Programmer I exam (1Z0-808). With complete coverage of 100% of...
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